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ABSTRACT

This technical report proposes an audio captioning system for
DCASE 2021 Task 6 audio captioning challenge. Our pro-
posed model is based on an encoder-decoder architecture with bi-
directional Gated Recurrent Units (BiGRU) using pretrained audio
features and sound event detection. A pretrained neural network
(PANN) is used to extract audio features and Word2Vec is selected
with the aim of extracting word embeddings from the audio cap-
tions. To create semantically meaningful captions, we extract sound
events from the audio clips and feed the encoder-decoder architec-
ture with sound events in addition to PANNs features. Our exper-
iments on the Clotho dataset show that our proposed method sig-
nificantly achieves better results than the challenge baseline model
across all evaluation metrics.

Index Terms— Audio captioning, sound event detection,
PANNs, GRU, BiGRU, Word2Vec

1. INTRODUCTION

The automated audio captioning task is a combination of audio and
natural language processing to create meaningful natural language
sentences [1]. The purpose of audio captioning is different than the
previous audio processing tasks such as audio event/scene detec-
tion and audio tagging. The previous tasks do not aim to create de-
scriptive natural language sentences whereas audio captioning aims
to capture relations between events, scenes, and objects to create
meaningful sentences. This technical report presents the details of
our submission for DCASE 2021 Task 6 automated audio caption-
ing. We propose an encoder-decoder model using sound event de-
tection and PANNs (Pretrained Audio Neural Networks).

Since sound events in audio clips are informative to capture the
main context of an audio clip, we propose a new model using sound
event detection to obtain more semantic information.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the de-
tails of system architecture. The experimental setup and dataset
information are presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows the results
and Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The overall system architecture is shown in Figure 1. The details of
the proposed model are presented in this section.

2.1. PANNs Feature Extraction

The PANNs are pretrained features on the AudioSet dataset [2].
Wavegram-Logmel-CNN14 model is used to extract the PANNs
features. 96 ms Hamming window and 50% overlap are applied
for windowing and overlapping methods similar to [3]. We present
x = [x1, ..., xT ], T ∈ R2048 as PANNs features.

2.2. Sound Event Extraction

The PANNs are used to extract sound events. The last layer of the
PANNs gives the probabilities of each sound event on the AudioSet
dataset. The dataset contains 527 sound classes. We obtain e =
[e1, ..., eM ], em ∈ R527, where em is the probability of each sound
classes on the AudioSet dataset.

We apply a 0.1 threshold value to the sound event probabili-
ties and the events greater than 0.1 probability are selected for each
audio clip. Therefore the most probable events are obtained for a
given audio clip. After that, an event tokenizer is generated from
the AudioSet events to divide some events that have more than one
word. The purpose of tokenization is to obtain the similarity of
words in different sound events. For instance, the AudioSet con-
tains different classes such as “Funny Music”, “Sad Music”, “Scary
Music”, “Middle Eastern Music” etc. The tokenization method can
capture the similarities between four audio clips that contain differ-
ent music events. After the tokenization, we obtain an event corpus
represented as c = [c1, ..., cK ], cK ∈ R600. Then, the sound event
vector of each audio clip is obtained by using one-hot-encoding.
For the jth audio clip, if the audio clip contains cth event, cik=1
otherwise cik=0.

2.3. Encoder-Decoder

We use the same encoder-decoder model in [4]. In the proposed
encoder-decoder architecture, there are two BiGRU layers for en-
coding PANNs features. The first BiGRU layer contains 32 cells
and the second BiGRU layer contains 64 cells. There is one GRU
layer that contains 128 cells for encoding partial captions. The num-
ber of the cells is selected empirically. After obtaining a sound event
vector for each audio file, PANNs features and sound event vectors
are concatenated as an input to the encoder.

The captions in the dataset are preprocessed before feeding the
model. All words are converted to lowercase and all punctuations
are removed. <sos> and <eos> are added to the beginning and
end of the captions. Previous studies show that the inclusion of
Word2Vec [5] improves the performance of the audio captioning
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Figure 1: The illustration of the proposed audio captioning model. The PANNs used to extract both audio features and sound events. (+) is
used for concatenation method.

system [6], therefore Word2Vec is used for representing the cap-
tions in the training dataset. Each unique word in the dataset is
represented by v = [v1, ..., vi], where vi ∈ R256 and 256 is the
dimension for word embeddings. Encoded partial captions are con-
catenated to the encoded PANNs features and sound event vectors
to feed the decoder part.

The decoder contains one GRU layer that contains 128 cells.
The Softmax function is used after the fully connected layer. The
decoder predicts probabilities of the unique words in the dataset and
selects the most probable word as the predicted word. After finding
the <eos> token, the whole sentence is created by the predicted
words.

3. EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the details of the dataset and implementation
details.

3.1. Dataset

We use Clotho [3] audio captioning dataset for our experiments.
The challenge presents a new version of the Clotho dataset that is
called Clotho V2. Clotho V2 contains 3840 audio clips in the devel-
opment split. There is a validation split that has 1046 audio files in
the Clotho V2. There are 1045 audio files in the evaluation split and
1043 audio files in the test split. All of the splits have five captions
for each audio clip. For our experiments, we use five times each
audio file with their corresponding captions similarly to [3].

3.2. Experimental Setup

Our system is implemented using Keras framework [7] and our ex-
periments are run on a computer with GPU GTX1660Ti, Linux
Ubuntu 18.04 system. Python 3.6 is used for implementation. We
run all experiments for 100 epochs and we choose the model with
the minimum validation error. Different batch sizes are applied to
our proposed model with the best results. 128 is chosen as batch-
size. Adam optimizer, LeakyReLU activation function, and cross-
entropy loss are used as hyperparameters. Batch normalization [8]
and a dropout rate of 0.5 are also used. The number of parameters
on our prosed model is nearly 2,500,000.

4. RESULTS

For evaluation, BLUE-n [9], METEOR [10], ROUGEL [11], CIDEr
[12], SPICE [13], and SPIDEr [14] metrics are used. The matching
words in the actual and predicted captions are calculated for BLEU-
n. It calculates the precision for n-grams. Recall and precision are
calculated for METEOR. ROUGEL calculates Longest Common
Subsequence. CIDEr presents more semantic results by calculat-
ing cosine-similarity between actual and predicted captions. SPICE
parses the actual and predicted captions and creates scene graph rep-
resentation. SPIDEr is a linear combination of CIDEr and SPICE.

The comparison of our proposed method and Clotho V2 is
shown in Table 1. The results show that our model significantly
outperforms the challenge baseline across all evaluation metrics.

The predicted captions on the evaluation dataset show that our
proposed model can predict meaningful captions.
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Table 1: The comparison of our proposed method and Clotho V2 baseline results

Method Metric
BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr SPICE SPIDEr

Clotho V2 baseline 0.378 0.119 0.050 0.017 0.078 0.263 0.075 0.028 0.051
Proposed Method 0.586 0.356 0.268 0.150 0.214 0.444 0.328 0.155 0.242

5. CONCLUSION

This technical report presents our system details for participating
DCASE 2021 Task 6. An encoder-decoder model with sound event
detection and pretrained audio features is proposed for the chal-
lenge. The results show that the inclusion of sound event detection
improves the audio captioning performance. In future work, dif-
ferent fusion and extraction methods will be applied to the audio
features and sound events.
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